
ILR PILOT NAME (if applicable):

ORGANIZATION: CONTACT INFORMATION (name, email):

PARTNERS & ROLES (list current partners and specify their role):

Are you missing, or do you need, additional partners? Please specify.

TECHNICAL INTEROPERABILITY 
What types of systems or platforms will be involved in your pilot 
(e.g., HRIS, ATS, LMS, SIS) and will you be using an existing CLR or 
creating a new ILR? 

Which data standards are you using or would like to use? 

What competency data or other data do you need to be successful?  

Will your pilot explore individual-level control of the ILR?  

ASSUMPTIONS, RISKS, CONSTRAINTS (identify assumptions your 
pilot is dependent on, what risks need to be managed, and any con-
straint you are operating under): 

RESOURCE NEEDS (identify resources needed to be successful, 
such as data tools, technical assistance, and funding): 

T3 NETWORK REQUESTS (specify any requests you have for how 
the T3 Network can play a value added role in your pilot): 

The ILR Resource Hub? 

The ILR Community Manager? 

TIMELINE & MILESTONES
3 Months: 

6 months: 

9 months: 

12 months: 

DEFINING SUCCESS & METRICS (identify pilot goals and specify 
metrics for determining success): 



ILR RESOURCE NAME:

ORGANIZATION: CONTACT INFORMATION (name, email):

PARTNERS & ROLES (list current partners and specify their role):

Are you missing, or do you need, additional partners? Please specify.

RESOURCE DESCRIPTION (describe one or more resources you 
can make available to ILR pilots): 

Are these resources publicly available and are they free? If not, 
would you be willing to make them publicly available and free? 

ASSUMPTIONS, RISKS, CONSTRAINTS (identify assumptions your 
pilot is dependent on, what risks need to be managed, and any 
constraint you are operating under): 

SUPPORT NEEDED (identify resources needed to be successful, 
such as data tools, technical assistance, and funding): 

T3 NETWORK REQUESTS (specify any requests you have for how 
the T3 Network can play a value added role in in making your 
resource available to ILR pilots): 

The ILR Resource Hub? 

The ILR Community Manager? 

INTEGRATION WITH ILR RESOURCE HUB (identify how your 
resource can be featured or included in the ILR Resource Hub and 
what assistance you need to explore integration): 

TIMELINE & AVAILABILITY (specify if your resource is currently 
available and, if not, when it is anticipated to be): 

USE CASE(S) & TARGET POPULATION (list relevant use cases and 
populations that can be addressed by your resource): 
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